
"Water, water,
everywhere.

Nor any drop
•̂'̂  to drink."

— Samuel Taylor Coleridge,
The Rime of the Ancient Mariner

NDUSTRY
By Maria C Thiry, Features Editor

Picture the humble T-shirl. Now, envision how much water is required to irrigate the
fields ihal grow the cotton that makes that T-shirt. Imagine how much water it takes
to process the cotton fibers into yam. then fabric, then a colorful garment. But wait!
How mueh water does it take to keep that T-shirt clean each time it gets dirty
throughout its lifetime? Now picture a student wearing that T-shirt, and his bus full
of friends, also wearing T-shirts, and then everyone in the town they live in, also
wearing T-shirts. How mueh water does each T-shirt "drink" throughout its lifetime?
How much water do all those T-shirts together "drink"? More than most people can
calculate. The textile industry is truly a thirsty industry.

"Per T-shirt, water use in manufaeturing is relatively efficient," notes John Easton
of DyStar. The textile manufaeturing process is probably the most water-efficient
period in that T-shirt's life. However, that doesn't mean that the industry ean afford
to neglect or overlook its water-dependent manufacturing practices.

What eomes in, as always, must go out. In the case of water used in textile manu-
facturing, what goes out is called eftluent—or sometimes, "pollution." The need to
address the problem of pollution has beeome glaringly obvious. "The textile industry
is responsible for a large pereentage of water pollution in the world," says Jean-
Pierre Simard of textile manufacturer Victor Innovatex. What does a "large percent-
age" mean? An almost unimaginable amount, according to Brent Smith of North
Carolina State University—the textile industry discharges on the order of perhaps 4
trillion liters per day of effluent, several million liters per minute.

No matter where in the world they are located, textile manufacturers face issues
with water. In most of North America and Europe, those issues involve increasing
regulatory strietures on effluent discharge. In parts of Asia, Africa, and Latin
America, the issues may focus on the other end of the problem, securing high quality
water to manufacture quality goods. Both sets of issues have the same solutions:
controlling and becoming more efficient with the use of water.

And, in the future, those issues will only grow more important. With continued
dependence on manufaeturing processes that require huge volumes of high quality
water, the availability, quality, and costs of water, as well as the environmentally-
responsible disposal of effluent, are significant issues for the textile industry. "In the
past, people used water without eost. or at low eost, which created abusive behav-
ior." notes Simard. "The industry developed production processes using water be-
cause it was cheap or free—because clean water looked limitless. Now we have to
rethink how to use water more efficiently."

THE QUALITY OF WATER
The textile industry doesn't just require water for its manufacturing processes; it
needs/mv/î, clean water. "With quality of finished goods reliant on quality perfor-
mance through all stages of the process, water must be virtually free of contaminants
like turbidity, color, and metals," notes Mark Mullis of Ciba Specialty Chemicals.
The quality of the water is particularly crucial in water-based dyeing and finishing
because it can have a noticeable affect on the color and quality of the finished fabric.
Without good-quality water used in its manufacture, the T-shirt our student is wear-
ing might have little pin holes in its fabric, or it might be colored khaki instead of
beige. Clean water is necessary to ensure the level of quality consumers expect from
their textile goods today.

Water Sources
The source of the water makes a big difference in terms of quality and contaminants.
"Surface" water, supplied from sources like lakes and rivers, "is softer, and less
likely to have metal contaminants, less hardness like magnesium or calcium," says
Bert Truesdale of Southern Mills TenCate Protective Fabrics. On the other hand.
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adds Truesdale, surface water is more liable to have organic
contaminants, such as tannins from fallen leaves. These organic
contaminants can cause staining, uneven dyeing, and spots.
According to Smith, organic chemicals can also "demand oxy-
gen from solutions, and can react with process chemistry, and
enzymes," used in textile processing.

Well water may have more hardness than other water. Con-
taminants like iron, copper, and other metal ions can cause
holes in fabric because "they will accelerate the decomposition
of peroxide in the bleaching or preparation process," says
Truesdale. "Metal contaminants can also cause fabrics to dye
off-shade—by interfering with certain dyes. Through precipita-
tion, water hardness can build up in processing equipment and
form stains on the fabric." Smith adds that hardness can "cause
precipitation of soaps, as well as saponification products (fatty
acids) from seouring cellulosic fibers. Hardness also causes
precipitation of certain cellulosic dyes, and difficulties in wash-
ing-ofiof fiber reactive dyes."

Even theoretically "clean" water from a municipal water
source can be contaminated for the purposes of textile produc-
tion. The chlorine typically added to eliminate bacteria in mu-
nicipal water is problematic. Many dyes, especially fiber reac-
tive dyes, are severely affected by the chlorine used to disinfect
drinking water. Smith adds that alum, a flocking agent used in
municipal water purification, is another possible contaminant
from municipal water. "It can lead to filtering and spots on
dyed goods, especially in beam and package dyeing," he says.

Finally, suspended solids, which may be present in any of
these water sources, can be a big problem in package and stock
dyeing. According to Henry Boyier of the Institute of Textile
Technology, "In some textile operations, such as beam dyeing,
the fabric can act as a filter—any impurities in the water will
be trapped in the fabric." The yam or fabric will be stained
with the deposits.

The water's pH is also important in ihe eyes of textile manu-
facturers—it should be as neutral as possible, "Every process
has an optimum range of pH, and you want to be able to adjust
it aeeording to your needs," says Truesdale, Ideal water condi-
tions for textile manufacturing include: no chlorine, no color,
neutral pH. and very low levels of metals, hardness, and dis-
solved solids.
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According to Truesdale, there are three traditional methods
of treating water to achieve these conditions:
• Soda lime process—the water is treated with hydrated lime

and sodium carbonate. "This reduces total solids in the
water to 25-40 ppm. It is used to eliminate alkalinity—the
ability of the water to buffer an acid, which inhibits your
ability to adjust the water's pH," notes Truesdale,
Cationic exchange process—removes hardness,
Chelation or sequestration—involves eomplexing the metal
ions in solutions and binding them so they don't interfere in
the manufacturing proeess.
Don Robinson of Collins & Aikman explains that, even if
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they use municipal water, textile plants routinely test their in-
coming water. "Most dye houses still filter the water even if it
is relatively clean, just to make sure no contaminants come in,"
he says. He also points out that there is a real cost to the textile
manufacturer for using less-than-clean water. "If there are any
contaminants in the water you've got to use more chemicals to
counter them, and your cost of manufacturing goes up." Lack of
clean water can definitely affect the bottom line.

WATER USAGE & COST
"The cost of water is getting to be more expensive, and that is
going to continue," says David Beard of Miiliken & Co. "Part of
that increase is the cost of waste treatment. The environmental
aspects of water will be a much bigger issue as we go forward."
Because the cost of water and of cleaning up effluent is likely to
rise, it makes sense to pay attention to water usage. In dyeing
and finishing, water usage is closely linked to energy usage,
since most of the water used is hot water. The cost of energy is
not likely to go down any time soon; therefore, water conserva-
tion and recycling appear more attractive as time goes on.

Controlling Water Use
"Every good operation monitors constantly the number of
gallons per pound or yard or whatever production unit they
normally use," says Al Jenneman of Kemco. "Once these num-
bers are established, every effort needs to be taken to con-
stantly reduce these numbers without adversely affecting qual-
ity. The industry should be setting benchmarks so operators can
evaluate their utilities against the standards for the industry."

"You can't manage what you don't measure!" agrees Tom
Grizzle of Thomas Engineering. "Yet the only meter in many
dyeing and finishing facilities is the one supplied by tbe city
for their billing purposes. Much of the water (and energy)
consumption used in dyeing and finishing is controlled by time
or by manual valves rather than by water volume—washing in
particular. Consumption and costs can vary considerably ac-
cording to water pressure and time of day."

Beard agrees that many people rely on old-fashioned water
meters. He believes that it's a good idea to put water on load
cells—"So you weigh the water rather than measure water
flow. This also helps in the dye process because it ensures you
don't add too much water through the auxiliaries."

Typically, notes Truesdale, in batch processes, the total
gallons of water used are measured; in continuous processes,
the flow rate, in gals/min, is measured. "It is important to con-
trol water fiow in particular with any process that involves
concentrations of chemicals that affect the process," he says.
"The concentration of chemicals must be correct. In batch
dyeing, the liquor ratio—the ratio of water to dye-— îs impor-
tant in order to control shade."

Nelson Houser of M, Dohmen agrees that controlling water
usage is especially important in dyeing, "Without control, say
you're washing a dye machine for 10 minutes, and there are
five machines calling for water—do you think they all get
equal volume? What if 10 machines are calling for water for
washing? Water fiow control is one of the critical steps to
ensure reproducible results, especially in regard to shade and
color fastness." If that T-shirt starts to bleed color in the laun-
dry once it's in the hands of the consumer, it may be because
the water to wash off the fabric was not adequately controlled
during its manufacture.

WATER CONSERVATION
Since clean water is still a fairly inexpensive utility in many
parts of the world, controlling water use has so far often been
seen as only a technical issue by many in the textile industry,
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Other parts of the world arc not so fortunate, and there is more
of a premium on clean water, making water conservation a
burning issue. As human populations increase, and put addi-
tional pressures on the need for clean water, conserving water
in industrial uses will become more and more critical.

"The way you conserve water is to plan for it," says Beard,
"You have to plan for it when buying the equipment for the
mill. That's the time to specify water conservation qualities.
Trying to modify existing equipment is better than nothing, but
is always better to start on the front end."

Experts note that, in textile processing, the greatest quantity
of water used is at the dyeing and finishing stage. That said,
there are a variety of ways to conserve water at this point. "For
each method of dyeing, there are different ways of conserving
water," notes Beard. For jet dyeing, he suggests simple things
like re-using the last rinse water to load the next dye batch into.
For continuous dyeing he suggests using a counterflow from
the cleanest water to the dirtiest water in tenter frames or
preparation lines. "The cleaner water will remove more con-
taminants," says Beard.

Simard says that Victor Innovatex finds effective technolo-
gies to reuse its water, "Each batch of water is used three
times—in the scouring machine, for blend exchange, and in
heat recovery."

According to Easton, other key actions in dyeing are to use
low-liquor-ratio dyeing machines or processes, to use high
fixation/high build up reactive dyes on cotton to reduce water
required for washing off, and to use reproducible and robust
dye combinations to achieve high right-first-time rates and
reduce re-dyes.

While low-liquor-ratio dyeing is key, much of the water
consumption these days involves washing off. High fixation
dyes are important to reduce rinsing consumption, but it is also
important to pay attention to the processes used. "Companies
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tend to over-rinse and over-wash the fabric," says Beard. He
recommends rinsing fabric with conductivity meters in the
bath. "It will tell you when you're reaching the point of dimin-
ishing returns—you can use lots of water getting the final 5%
of dyes and chemicals out."

Much ofthat wash water is easy to clean and reuse, notes
Robinson. "A dye house may do 3-4 turns per day—reusing
that last rinse water can save several thousand gallons."

Adopting Recycling
Although reducing water consumption and reusing as much as
possible are good practices that are often used in forward-
thinking dye houses, recycling has yet to see as much industry
acceptance. According to Boyter, where water is cheap, recy-
cling can be more expensive than Just using additional new
water. In Asia and South America, or other locations where
clean water may be less abundant, says Boyter, "Recycling
may provide cleaner process water." In those cases, recycling
may be more cost-effective,

Houser says that there have been efforts to use selected baths
for recycling and to use filtration to recover clean water. "There
has even been research into waterless systems, such as the
supercritical fiuid dyeing of polyester," he says. Whether such
systems are actually used or not often comes down to economics.

Mullis says that recycling water may be as simple as identi-
fying, isolating, and reusing relatively clean water, "or as com-
plex as utilizing mechanical and/or chemical means to remove
contaminants to levels reaching quality water requirements."
For reusing water, in some cases no treatment is required.
"Clean cooling water can be isolated in a closed loop process
and reused to include recovery of the inherent heat for optimi-
zation of energy costs," says Mullis, "For example, as in dye-
ing machine heat exchangers."

On the other hand, true recycling may require both me-
chanical filtering and chemical treatment. "Contaminated pro-
cess water may be recycled but will require chemical condi-
tioning for color, turbidity, metals, and fats. oils, grease (FOG)
removal across mechanical devices such as clarifiers or filters,"
says Mullis. "With the implementation of micro-, nano-, or
ultra- filtration technologies followed by reverse osmosis,
contaminated water can be restored to high quality process
demands." Additionally, water used for dyeing or for rinsing
off dyed fabric contains color that must also be removed. While
cleaning up this water is possible, it is not cheap.

Boyter cautions that facilities that recycle water "need to
check to see if anything from the processes you're running is
coming through. You have to check for more things than the
usual clean water checks. You have to know what limits you
can tolerate in terms of color, because you may not get all the
color out," he says. "Some things in the water can affect the
chemistry of your process, which may affect your dye recipe—
for example, metals can create bad product quality problems
with spots on the fabric. You may need more sequestering agent
or otherwise need to compensate chemically for contaminants."

Easton says that it's often a case of asking: "When water is
recycled, what is it suitable for—dyeing, rinsing, cleaning
machinery? Dyeing requires the cleanest water The cleaner
you make the recycled water, the more expensive the recycling
process. What level of satt is acceptable in recycled water? A
lot of salt is used in exhaust dyeing with reactive dyes. Salty
water can be reused, but you need some way to measure the
salt concentration of the recycled water so that you can adjust
your chemistry to compensate."

With all these factors to keep in mind, it's no wonder that
most dye houses take a pass when it comes to actually recy-

cling water. Compared to tbe cost and availability of new fresh
water, recycling is both overcomplicated and not economically
feasible right now—at least in most cases. In some areas of the
world, recycling is beginning to seem worth the trouble and
expense—either to lower the amount of effluent being dis-
charged or to ensure enough clean water for high quality manu-
facturing—and this trend is likely to continue and to grow as
the world's population grows and puts additional pressure on
fresh water resources.

WATER POLLUTION CONTROL
The other side of using water is discarding dirty water as efflu-
ent. One of the reasons many textile plants are looking at con-
serving and reusing their water is to control their effluent treat-
meni costs. "The most effective principle for waste water
treatment is 'source control'," says Mullis. "Elimination and/or
minimization of waste constituents from the processes makes
down-stream treatment much easier and more economical."

According to Truesdale, sources of pollution can include
effluent from reactive and vat dyeing, which "produce effluent
high in alkali and salts. Typical biological waste treatment for
effluent doesn't address salts, so you have salty water, and
often bave high or low pH in the effluent."' Besides salts and
very high or low pH, the other major factor in dye house efflu-
ent is color—simply because of its visibility. Nobody wants to
see a red, purple, or black river.

According to Mullis, 'Typical remaining waste constituents
of biological oxygen demand (BOD), chemical oxygen demand
(COD), FOG, some color, trace metals, and nutrients can be
treated through various processes." One of the most common
effluent treatments is through activated sludge, "Activated
sludge uses anaerobic and aerobic bacteria that use these waste
constituents as a nutrient source," says Mullis. "Typical sys-
tems are followed by a secondary clarifier for separation of the
biomass from the cleaned discharge water, and a sludge pro-
cessing facility for dewatering/disposal of the discarded biom-
ass, in areas where color removal is not a strong discharge
requirement, this process is typically the most economical."

There are other effluent treatment options available, Mullis
notes that these involve "varying degrees of filtration for sus-
pended solids removal, reverse osmosis for dissolved solids/salt
removal, constructed wetlands for BOD, COD, and trace met-
als, and alternative chemical treatments such as ozone and
elemental iron." A relatively new waste water and water recy-
cling system uses ceramic membranes to filter the water, says
Jenneman. Cost and regulatory requirements usually determine
what treatment methods a plant will use.

WATER, WATER NEEDED EVERYWHERE
Whether it involves obtaining clean water to start with, or
dealing with cleaning up effluent, the costs of water in textile
manufacturing needs to be monitored. It's easier to use stan-
dard technology, but it's important to develop cleaner technol-
ogy, maintains Simard, "Because clean water will be a big
problem in the next 50 years. It may even cause international
and inter-state confiicts because of the need for clean water"
As the world's population continues to grow, textile plants may
have to compete for good quality water that people will need
for drinking. "The water used by the textile mills from munici-
pal sources may be rationed if the mill is competing with the
population," says Mullis.

"We'll start seeing this more and more," predicts Simard.
"We need to find new technology to avoid using water in our
manufacturing process. Clean water will be in greater demand
in the future. We need to find solutions now." ES






